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Topics to cover

� “Progress made in addressing, and identifying remaining barriers described in the technical 
desiderata for genomic clinical decision support and for the integration of genomic data 
into the electronic health record.”

� Examples from eMERGE III

� Survey Question: The genomic medicine community will benefit from having a revised 
technical desiderata

� Areas to consider from eMERGE III experiences

� “Areas where a research strategy developed by the NHGRI could be useful in achieving the 
goals described in the desiderata.”



eMERGE III Clinical and Discovery Platform

The eMERGE Consortium. Harmonizing Clinical Sequencing and Interpretation for the eMERGE III Network. 
AJHG. 2019;105(3):588-605. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ajhg.2019.07.018
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• Masys et al. desiderata to integrate genomic 
information within the EHR

1. Maintain separation of primary molecular 
observations from the clinical interpretations 
of those data

2. Support lossless data compression from 
primary molecular observations to clinically 
manageable subsets

3. Maintain linkage of molecular observations to 
the laboratory methods used to generate them

4. Support compact representation of clinically 
actionable subsets for optimal performance

5. Simultaneously support human-viewable 
formats and machine-readable formats in order 
to facilitate implementation of decision 
support rules

6. Anticipate fundamental changes in the 
understanding of human molecular variation

7. Support both individual clinical care and 
discovery science

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ajhg.2019.07.018


Architecture Supporting Transfer of Genomic Results from 
the Lab to Health Provider Organizations
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The eMERGE EHRI Working Group. Empowering genomic medicine by establishing critical sequencing 
result data flows. JAMIA. 2018 Oct;25(10):1375-81. doi.org/10.1093/jamia/ocy051

https://doi.org/10.1093/jamia/ocy051


Structured Genomic Sequencing Report Format
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gCDS capabilities enabled by standardized reports and processes

• Welch et al. desiderata to integrate genomic information 
within CDS capabilities

8. CDS knowledge must have the potential to incorporate 
multiple genes and clinical information

9. Keep CDS knowledge separate from variant classification
10. CDS knowledge must have the capacity to support 

multiple EHR platforms with various data 
representations with minimal modification

11. Support a large number of gene variants while 
simplifying the CDS knowledge to the extent possible

12. Leverage current and developing CDS and genomics 
standards

13. Support a CDS knowledge base deployed at and 
developed by multiple independent organizations

14. Access and transmit only the genomic information 
necessary for CDS

The eMERGE Consortium. Harmonizing Clinical Sequencing and Interpretation for the eMERGE III Network. 
AJHG. 2019;105(3):588-605. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ajhg.2019.07.018
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https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ajhg.2019.07.018


• Welch et al. desiderata to integrate genomic information 
within CDS capabilities

8. CDS knowledge must have the potential to incorporate 
multiple genes and clinical information

9. Keep CDS knowledge separate from variant classification
10. CDS knowledge must have the capacity to support multiple EHR 

platforms with various data representations with minimal 
modification

11. Support a large number of gene variants while 
simplifying the CDS knowledge to the extent possible

12. Leverage current and developing CDS and genomics standards
13. Support a CDS knowledge base deployed at and 

developed by multiple independent organizations
14. Access and transmit only the genomic information necessary for 

CDS

Murugan M, Babb LJ, Taylor CO et al. Genomic Considerations for FHIR: eMERGE Implementation 
Lessons. BioRxiv. 2021. https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.01.31.429037v1.full

Filling gaps by standardizing report format for data exchange

Source: https://emerge-fhir-spec.readthedocs.io/

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.01.31.429037v1.full
https://emerge-fhir-spec.readthedocs.io/


Considerations for revising technical desiderata

� Monthly eMERGE EHRI virtual workgroup meetings
� Framework to classify and synthesize gCDS implementation

� Documented current state at final eMERGE III in-person meeting (Feb 2020)

� Results from brainstorming potential hazards related to gCDS implementation
� eMERGE in-person meeting June 21, 2019 in Seattle, WA

� 25 potential hazards, 4 themes



Areas of focus in eMERGE III EHRI Working group: alert-based gCDS

� Pharmacogenomics alert on drug orders

� New variant knowledge updates to previous results

Welch B, Eilbeck K, Del Fiol G, et al. Technical desiderata for the integration of genomic data with clinical 
decision support. J Biomed Inform. 2014 Oct;51:3-7. doi: 10.1016/j.jbi.2014.05.014 



Areas of focus for eMERGE III EHRI Working group: gCDS architecture
� Ancillary Genomic System

Caraballo PJ, Sutton JA, Giri J, et al. Integrating pharmacogenomics into the electronic health 
record by implementing genomic indicators. JAMIA. 2020 Jan;27(1):154-158. https://doi-
org.proxy1.library.jhu.edu/10.1093/jamia/ocz177

Fig. 17.3 from Rasmussen LV, et al. The Genomic Medical Record and Omic
Ancillary Systems. Personalized and Precision Medicine Informatics. Springer, 
Cham, 2020. 253-275. (based on Starren et al., JAMA 2013)

� EHR Centered Management (Mayo example)

https://doi-org.proxy1.library.jhu.edu/10.1093/jamia/ocz177


gCDS architecture use among eMERGE III institutions

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Are structured results captured in the EHR or
Ancillary 'omics system?

Is the EHR being used for the return of genomic test
results?

Are XML formatted reports being ingested into the
EHR ecosystem?

YES - 8 NO - 4

YES - 12

EHR only - 2

Ancillary ‘omics 
only - 4

Both EHR and 
Ancillary ‘omics - 4 Neither - 2

EHR only 
- 2

Taylor CO, Rasmussen LV, Rasmussen-Torvik LJ, et al.Facilitating Genetics Aware Clinical Decision Support: Putting the 
eMERGE Infrastructure into Practice. ACI Open. (accepted)



gCDS implementation characteristics among eMERGE III institutions

Opportunistic 
vs. Population-
based clinical 

decision support

Context

Pre-test vs. Post-
test clinical 

decision support

Timing

Passive vs. 
Active clinical 

decision support

Delivery

U s e r- sys te m  
i nte ra c t i o n s  

w i t h  
g e n o m i c  

C D S S

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Context

Delivery

Timing Post-test only - 5 Both Pre- & Post-test- 5

Active- 2 Both Passive and Active - 7

Opportunistic only - 7 Both opportunistic 
and population - 3

Passive 
- 1

Taylor CO, Rasmussen LV, Rasmussen-Torvik LJ, et al.Facilitating Genetics Aware Clinical Decision Support: Putting the 
eMERGE Infrastructure into Practice. ACI Open. (accepted)
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Results from brainstorming potential hazards related to gCDS
implementation in eMERGE EHRI Working group
� Inappropriate alert firing context

� Alert goes to wrong clinician(s)

� Alert does not reach all affected family 
members

� Technical issues
� Message lost during transmission between lab 

and clinic/provider

� Mismatch between the format of the 
data/result after an update (important for 
triggering an alert) 

� User experience problems
� Clinician is alerted and misinterprets the 

guidance

� No disclosure of alert to the patient (even 
though in the record)

� Knowledge maintenance
� Lab is no longer around to provide updates

� Discordant lab interpretations are not resolved

Taylor CO, Rasmussen LV, Rasmussen-Torvik LJ, et al.Facilitating Genetics Aware Clinical Decision Support: Putting the 
eMERGE Infrastructure into Practice. ACI Open. (accepted)
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� Results from brainstorming potential hazards related to gCDS implementation
� eMERGE in-person meeting June 21, 2019 in Seattle, WA

� 25 potential hazards, 4 themes

More in depth hazard analysis 
exercise needed



Considerations for revising technical desiderata

� Monthly eMERGE EHRI virtual workgroup meetings

� Framework to classify and synthesize gCDS implementation

� Documented current state at final eMERGE III in-person meeting (Feb 2020)

� Results from brainstorming potential hazards related to gCDS implementation

� eMERGE in-person meeting June 21, 2019 in Seattle, WA

� 25 potential hazards, 4 themes

Series of articles in ACI Open describing lessons learned -> Content analysis (?)

More in depth hazard analysis exercise needed -> NHGRI Workshop (?)



Research strategy areas to achieve goals of the desiderata 

� Genomic data science

� Effective and efficient management of complex genomic data

� User-friendly systems for data visualization

� Risk-stratification and prevention algorithms incorporating 
common and rare genomic variants from a broad range of 
population subgroups, and with a range of phenotypic data and 
environmental information incorporated.

� Robust validation of algorithms across population subgroups and 
assessed for effect on patient outcomes and healthcare 
utilization

� Genomics and society (implementation science)

� Develop and assess strategies for implementing use of genomic 
information in clinical care

� Test approaches for population-wide genomic sequencings

Source: https://www.genome.gov/2020SV

https://www.genome.gov/2020SV


Summary
� eMERGE III architecture as an example

� Satisfies Masys et al. desiderata to integrate genomic information within the EHR

� Partially satisfies Welch et al. desiderata to integrate genomic information within CDS 
capabilities

� Remaining Welch et al. desiderata satisfied in eMERGE III FHIR pilot

� Considerations for revising technical desiderata
� Can draw from published lessons learned from gCDS implementations

� More work is needed to understand potential gCDS infrastructure specific hazards

� Research strategy areas to achieve goals of the desiderata 
� Genomic data science

� Genomics and society (implementation science)
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